BOOK LIST
Fall 2016

Section 3

Civil Procedure (LAWS 212003) Professor Brown
Stern, Buffalo Creek Disaster Rental Title
Subrin, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 2016-17
Glannon, Civil Procedure: Examples & Explanations Digital Option Available/Rental Title

Contracts (LAWS 213003) Professor Rogers/Young
Rogers/Young, Custom Contracts Coursepack, Available at the Bookstore
Chirelstein, Concepts & Case Analysis in the Law of Contracts (7th Edition)

Torts (LAWS 214503) Professor McMorrow
Custom Torts Coursepack, Available at the Bookstore

Law Practice I (LAWS 215005) Professor Blum
Harvard Law Review: The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation (20th Edition) Rental Title
Blum, Massachusetts Legal Research (2nd edition 2016)
Putnam, Pocket Guide to Legal Research (1st edition 2008) Rental Title (Suggested by Bookstore, not required)
Cohen, Legal Research in a Nutshell (11th edition 2013) Rental Title (Suggested by Bookstore, not required)
Bahrych, Legal Writing in a Nutshell (4th edition 2009) Rental Title (Suggested by Bookstore, not required)

Law Practice I (LAWS 215006) Professor Tracy
Harvard Law Review: The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation (20th Edition) Rental Title
Blum, Massachusetts Legal Research (2nd edition 2016)
Putnam, Pocket Guide to Legal Research (1st edition 2008) Rental Title (Suggested by Bookstore, not required)
Cohen, Legal Research in a Nutshell (11th edition 2013) Rental Title (Suggested by Bookstore, not required)
Bahrych, Legal Writing in a Nutshell (4th edition 2009) Rental Title (Suggested by Bookstore, not required)